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This series provides a new focus on the relationship between international law, economy and trade,
with special attention to what are commonly referred to as non-trade-related values and concerns.
Through research and policy analysis the series sheds new light on a range of issues relating to good
governance and human rights in the widest sense. It is held that the values supporting these issues
are directly affected by the global expansion of world trade and need to be upheld in order to balance
the excesses of globalization. Multidisciplinary in approach, the series integrates studies from
scholars and researchers with a range of different backgrounds and interdisciplinary expertise from
law, economics, political science, and sociology through to history, philosophy and natural science.
The series editor welcomes new proposals for this series. To submit a book proposal to the
series, please email Paolo Farah: research@glawcal.org.uk or pdfarah@mail.wvu.edu
The Reform of International Economic Governance
Edited by Antonio Segura Serrano
246pp
Hb: 9781472471406

https://www.routledge.com/products/9781472471406

The volume brings together eminent legal academics and economists to examine key issues from the
perspectives of trade law, financial law, and investment law with the collective aim of reform of international
economic governance.

China’s Influence on Non-Trade Concerns in International Economic Law
By Paolo Farah, Elena Cima
584pp
Hb: 9781409448488

https://www.routledge.com/products/9781409448488

This volume assesses, taking into consideration its special context, China's behaviour internally and externally to
understand its role and influence in shaping NTCs in the context of International Economic Law.

India’s Foreign Economic Policy
By Julien Chaisse, Debashis Chakraborty
Forthcoming soon • 240pp
Hb: 9781472461131

https://www.routledge.com/products/9781472461131

The work presents a comprehensive, informed and critical overview of negotiating issues addressed in the recent
period leading up to the substantial conclusion of the Trade Facilitation Agreement. The volume also takes into
account the geopolitical considerations that influenced the negotiations
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Integrative Governance Generating Sustainable Responses to Global Crises
By Margaret Stout, Jeannine M. Love
Forthcoming soon Hb: 9781138695733

